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a b s t r a c t

Large-scale commercialization of electric vehicles (EVs) seeks to develop battery systems with higher
energy efficiency and improved thermal performance. Integrating simulation-based design optimization
in battery development process expands the possibilities for novel design exploration. This study pre-
sents a dual-stage multiphysics simulation optimization methodology for comprehensive concept design
of Lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery packs for EV applications. At the first stage, multi-objective optimization
of electrochemical thermally coupled cells is performed using genetic algorithm considering the specific
energy and the maximum temperature of the cells as design objectives. At the second stage, the energy
efficiency and the thermal performances of each optimally designed cell are evaluated under pack
operation to account for cell-to-pack interactions under realistic working scenarios. When operating at
1.5 C discharge current, the battery pack comprising optimally designed cells for which the specific
energy and the maximum temperature are equally weighted delivers the highest specific energy with
enhanced thermal performance. The most favorable pack design shows 8% reduction in maximum pack
temperature and 16.1% reduction in module-to-module temperature variations compared to commer-
cially available pack. The methodology for design optimization presented in this work is generic,
providing valuable knowledge for future cell and pack designs that employ different chemistries and
configurations.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Currently, Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are increasingly
attracting popularity in everyday life by becoming ubiquitous in a
wide variety of applications such as portable electronic devices,
renewable energy systems and transportation vehicles [1,2]. The
development of the economically feasible cells with high specific
energies is crucial for the large-scale introduction of the electric
vehicles which are of particular interest for a sustainable modern
society [3]. Improvements in the performance of battery cells can
be achieved either through fundamental material enhancements
[4,5] or by optimally designing the already existing cells in com-
bination with advancements in manufacturing techniques [6,7].
Xue et al. [8] argue that although the cell performance is greatly
. Astaneh), jelena.andric@
(L. L€ofdahl), p.stopp@gtisoft.

ier Ltd. This is an open access artic
influenced by the characteristics of the occupyingmaterials, certain
cell design variables like the electrode thickness and porosity play
indispensable roles to fully acquire the potential of the employed
materials.

The impact of the cell engineering design on its performance has
been investigated e (i) experimentally [9], (ii) using physics-based
modeling frameworks [7,10,11], or recently (iii) by employing a
combined approach [12]. For instance, Xu et al. [13] developed a
hybrid method by combining experimental testing and physics-
based modeling approaches to robustly investigate the effect of
the electrode thickness on the utilization and the rate capabilities of
Li-ion batteries. Typically different criteria such as specific energy,
specific power, cell capacity and heat transfer efficiency have been
considered to evaluate the energy efficiency and thermal perfor-
mances of Li-ion battery cell designs. Becker et al. [14], highlighted
the role of model-based and virtual simulation tools for speeding
up the product development at lower costs. In the context of Li-ion
batteries modeling, physics-based approaches such as the well-
established Newman-type electrochemical model [15] provide a
deep understanding about the underlying physico-chemical
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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phenomena in a Li-ion cell sandwich and has gained enormous
popularity in cell design problems [16,17]. Physics-based models
are integrated recently into either design aware optimization
[10,18,19] or analytical [11] frameworks to optimally determine the
cell configuration. Table 1 summarizes the experimental and
physics-based modeling approaches together with the employed
evaluation criteria utilized recently in Li-ion cell design and per-
formance analysis studies. The specific energy and specific power
are the main objectives considered in the cell optimization studies.
The thermal performance either has been analyzed in detail mainly
for commercially available cells, or the research has been conducted
in designing novel thermal management systems to enhance
temperature uniformity within the cell [20,21]. The cell thermal
performance was neither considered as a separate objective func-
tion nor was the thermal behavior of the optimally designed cells
delivering maximum specific energy/power evaluated for the bat-
tery pack operation. Such studies are of utter importance bearing in
mind the effects of thermal performance on both battery aging and
battery pack thermal management strategies [22].

Furthermore, considering the inconsistency in the operation of
the individual cells within battery pack has enormously gained
popularity in recent years [22,25e27]. When battery packs are
examined at the system-level, the issues such as low energy den-
sity, uncontrolled temperature rise that can potentially lead to
thermal runaways, and capacity fade are observed [28]. For
instance, Hosseinzadeh et al. [26] showed that the inhomogeneities
in battery packs may hamper the abilities of the pack to meet the
driving range targets. For these issues to be prevented, it is
necessary to further understand the undesirable processes which
occur at the cell level (electrodes, separator, and electrolyte).
System-level simulation approach represents a powerful platform
for the optimization of cell architecture, operational strategies, and
life duration by striking the balance between the energy efficiency
and the aforesaid unwanted issues [29].

The electrical models of Li-ion cells have been broadly inte-
grated into the system-level modeling framework of the battery
packs due to their straightforward implementation and computa-
tional efficiency [25,27,30]. The electrochemical models, on the
other hand, have attracted attention recently due to their ability to
improve the accuracy and predictability in multiphysics modeling
of the battery packs and electric vehicles [17,22,26,31]. For example,
Liang et al. [32] proposed a novel thermal management strategy for
a Li-ion battery module by developing a multi-electrochemical-
thermal modeling framework. The model was capable to capture
the dynamic evolutions of local current density and Li concentra-
tion for detailed electrochemical analysis. Gao et al. [2] incorpo-
rated a control-oriented electrochemical-thermal model of Li-ion
batteries into electric vehicle battery management system.
Furthermore, the electrochemical models make it possible to access
cell design variables and material properties which are crucial
when modeling the interactions between the cell structure and the
Table 1
Literature review of cell design and performance evaluation.

Reference Experimental Modeling Performance Evaluatio

Specific
Energy

Spec
Powe

[9] ✓ ✓

[12,13] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[23,24] ✓ ✓

[11] ✓ ✓ ✓

[8,10] ✓ ✓

[19] ✓ ✓ ✓

[18] ✓ ✓ ✓

2

pack performance. The studies focusing on battery packs have so far
aimed at either quantifying the pack performance by highlighting
cell-to-cell variations or controlling the pack operation by consid-
ering the commercially available cells [33,34]. Investigating the
interactions between the cell level and the pack level in the early
design stage of the cell is scarce in the literature. Campbell et al. [7]
developed an integrated multi-scale framework to optimally find
the number of layers of Li-ion pouch cells to maximize the useable
energy while addressing the fast charging and specific acceleration
issues of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and battery
electric vehicles (BEVs). Their methodology employed a top-down
approach from the vehicle powertrain level to the cell electrode
level. Nevertheless, the study did not address the impact of the cell-
to-cell extrinsic variations originating from the pack electrical to-
pology on its performance. Up to date, the performance of the
optimally designed cells operating jointly in battery modules and
packs has remained questionable. During realistic operating sce-
narios, the current flows unequally among different branches and
leads to temperature gradients across the pack which can nega-
tively affect the thermal performance and the deliverable energy of
the pack. Non of the previous works have clearly quantified the
battery pack performance composed of differently designed cells.

The present work fills the afore-stated knowledge gaps by
employing the multiphysics simulation framework previously
developed by the authors [31] to perform the optimization studies
for improved pack design. The study focuses on the assessment of
the cell-to-pack interactions for the purpose of optimal pack
design. For specific performance objectives chosen at the pack
level, the cell architecture (cell design parameters) is adjusted and
consequently used to generate a novel modular Li-ion battery pack
for vehicle applications. The proposed multi-physics simulation
and multi-criteria design optimization framework aims at
providing energy- and thermal-conscious guidelines for cell and
pack manufacturers already at the initial design stage. The simu-
lations and optimizations are conducted in GT-AutoLion/GT-SUITE,
a leading software for multiphysics system simulations [35].

2. Methodology

First the mathematical modeling approach and the applied
parameter identification technique are encapsulated succinctly in
Subsection 2.1. The cell design optimization and the pack perfor-
mance analysis are then presented in detail in Subsections 3.1 and
3.2, respectively. In the end, Subsection 2.4 recapitulates the pro-
posed multiphysics simulation and systematic analysis framework.

2.1. Model development and parameter identification

In the previously published work by the authors [31], a model
parametrization framework for the Li-ion battery cell and pack
based on the calibration optimization methodology has been
n Criteria Methodology

ific
r

Cell
Capacity

Heat
Transfer

Testing and analysis
Testing, modeling and analysis

✓ Testing, modeling and analysis
Analysis of variance
Single objective optimization
Single objective optimization

✓ Multi-objective optimization



Fig. 1. The representative cell structure used for thermally coupled P2D electro-
chemical model.
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proposed for the electric vehicle applications. A thermally
enhanced Newman type pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) cell elec-
trochemical model [15] was integrated into the module-to-module
descritized pack electrical model [25,31] to consider cell-to-cell
variations in inhomogeneous large traction battery packs. Fig. 1
illustrates the cell structure consisting several layers including
current collectors, porous electrodes and the separator along the
cell thickness.

Table 2 summarizes the governing equations together with the
Table 2
Governing equations together with boundary conditions for the cell P2D electroc

Description Governin

Solid phase: conservation of Liþ vcs
vt

¼ Ds

r2

vcs
vr

jr¼0 ¼

Electrolyte phase: conservation of Liþ vðceeeÞ
vt

¼
vce
vx

jx¼0 ¼

Solid phase: charge conservation v

vx

�
seff

v

v

� seff
v4

vx

v4s

vx
jx¼

Electrolyte phase: charge conservation v

vx

�
keff

v

v

v4e

vx
jx¼0 ¼

Electrochemical kinetics
jLi ¼ asi0

Overpotential h ¼ 4s �
Effective properties jeff

e ¼ j

je ¼ De

Voltage
V ¼ 4sðx

Reaction surface area
as ¼ 3�

Energy conservation dðCpTÞ
dt

¼
Heat generation

Qgen ¼ ð

3

boundary conditions at each domain for the cell thermally coupled
P2D electrochemical model [11,31,36]. The model computes solid
and electrolyte phase Li concentration (cs and ce), potential in both
the solid (4s) and the electrolyte (4e), intercalation current density
(jLi), as well as cell temperature (T) by solving for mass, charge and
energy conservation along with electrochemical kinetics.

The battery cell/pack modeling and calibration optimization
technique were implemented in the GT-SUITE/GT-AutoLion, a
leading multiphysics system level simulation software [35].
Readers are referred to the authors' previous work [31] to obtain
detailed information about the model development and the
employed parameter identification approach. The cells/pack dy-
namic responses (voltage and temperature) were validated using
the experimental data provided by NorthVolt AB [37] for the
commercially available cylindrical cells made of graphite and NMC
as the anode and the cathode active materials, respectively. Fig. 2
compares the simulated cell voltage and temperature with the
experimental observations for four cell samples used during the
model calibration stage. The tests were preformed for three
consecutive cycles including in between periods of rest. A dual
stage charging strategy with C-rate of 1/3 followed by constant
voltage step was employed for all cycles while C-rates of 1/5, 1/2
and 1 were considered for the first, second and third cycles,
respectively. The relative root mean square error (RRMSE) for the
voltage and temperature predictions are 1.08% and 3.07%, respec-
tively. It is worth noting that the C-rate is a measure of the rate at
which a battery is being charged or discharged and it is defined as
the ratio of the charge/discharge current (Ic/d) with respect to cell
nominal capacity (Cnom). Therefore the applied charge/discharge
hemical-thermal model.

g equations and boundary conditions Eq.

v

vr

�
r2
vcs
vr

�
;

0;�Ds
vcs
vr

����
r¼Rs

¼ jLi

asF
:

(1)

v

vx

�
Deff
e
vce
vx

�
þ 1� t0þ

F
jLi;

vce
vx

����
x¼LanþLsepþLca

¼ 0:

(2)

4s

x

�
¼ jLi;

sjx¼0 ¼ �seff
v4s

vx

����
x¼LanþLsepþLca

¼ I
A
;

Lan ¼ v4s

vx

����
x¼LanþLsep

¼ 0:

(3)

4e

x

�
þ v

vx

�
keffD

vðln ceÞ
vx

�
þ jLi ¼ 0;

v4e

vx

����
x¼LanþLsepþLca

¼ 0:

(4)

�
exp
�
aanF
RT

h

�
� exp

�
acaF
RT

h

��
(5)

4e � U. (6)

ee
1:5
e ;

and k.

(7)

¼ LcellÞ� 4sðx ¼ 0Þ� Rc
A
I.

(8)

ð1� ee � ef Þ
Rs

.
(9)

� hAcellðT � TambÞþ Qgen:
(10)

U � VÞI� IT
dU
dT

:
(11)



Fig. 2. P2D electrochemical-thermal model validation. (a): Cell voltage profile. (b): Cell
temperature profile.
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current can be obtained as:

Ic=d ¼ CrateCnom: (12)

In this work, the material properties and the design parameters
of the fully characterized battery cell model are considered as the
starting point in the optimization procedure, hereafter referred to
as the baseline design properties.

2.2. Cell design optimization

This subsection describes the selection of the design factors
(Subsection 2.2.1) together with the objective function definition
and the optimization constraints (Subsection 2.2.2).

2.2.1. Design factors selection
The literature review shows that battery cell performance can be

optimized by manipulating a diverse set of parameters and
employing a suitable algorithm. For instance, Xue et al. [8] devel-
oped a sophisticated optimization framework to maximize cell
specific energy while considering a large number of parameters
representing cell morphology and material transport properties.
Other authors [10,16] have proposed more straightforward ap-
proaches based on one- or two-parameter optimization method-
ologies to configure the electrode engineering design by altering
the thickness and porosity of positive electrode. The literature
survey also points out that the electrode thickness, porosity and
particle size are key design variables for the performance optimi-
zation of Li-ion batteries [11,18,38].

Variations in thickness and porosity of the cell electrodes lead to
trade-offs in cell balancing (i.e. operational capacity) and cell
4

cycling performance (i.e. voltage response). As seen from Table 2,
the electrodes' porosities and thicknesses implicitly influence the
cell voltage and temperature. Moreover, the electrodes' capacities
(Can and Cca) are correlated to the afore-stated design factors as
[36]:

Can ¼ ð1� ee;an � ef ;anÞFLanAancs;an;maxrx100% � x0%r; (13)

Cca ¼ ð1� ee;ca � ef ;caÞFLcaAcacs;ca;maxry100% � y0%r; (14)

Where ee is the electrolyte volume fraction (i.e. the electrode's
porosity), ef is the filler volume fraction, F is the Faraday's constant,
L is the electrode thickness, A is the electrode surface area, cs,max is
the maximum solid phase concentration, and x and y are the stoi-
chiometry factors of the anode and cathode, respectively.

Increasing electrode thickness increases the internal resistance
of the cell, which results in a higher potential drops across the
electrode. Thicker electrodes provide higher volumes of active
materials resulting in higher discharge capacities [8,18]. Moreover,
even though higher electrode porosity facilitates the Li-ion trans-
port in the electrolyte phase, it leaves the electrode compartment
with less active material and thus negatively affects the deliverable
specific energy [18]. Particle size influences the diffusion time and
the surface area of the active material occupying the porous elec-
trodes [39,40]. However, including the particle size into the cell
design optimization without considering the solvent reduction and
aging phenomena typically results in the smallest defined particle
size as an optimal solution [8,19]. Reducing the particle size in-
creases the intercalation rate and decreases the kinetic resistance
hence maximizing the cell specific energy [11]. Including particle
size in the optimal cell design is thus purposeful when accounting
for the aging effects [10,18].

The present optimization study considers the thickness and
porosity of both electrodes (anode and cathode) to be the major
design parameters affecting the performance of healthy Li-ion
battery cells.
2.2.2. Objective function and constraints
Maximizing specific energy (energy per unit mass) and specific

power (power per unit mass) has been broadly used in design
optimization of Li-ion battery cells [10,11,18,19]. Cell-to-cell varia-
tions in battery packs with a large number of cells connected in
series and parallel lead to imbalanced current flows causing uneven
temperature distribution. Temperature differences across the bat-
tery pack can substantially reduce the amount of energy delivered
by the pack due to a rapid temperature rise in heavily loaded cells
[26,27]. Therefore, it is utterly important to predict the eventual
increase in battery cell temperatures under cycling, during the
initial design phase. For that reason, the present study considers the
weighted sum approach [41], to build the composite objective
function Fcell made of the specific energy and the maximum tem-
perature experienced by the cell under cycling. The multi-objective
optimization maximizes Fcell as:

Maximize : FcellðxiÞ ¼ wE:

 
EcellðxiÞ
Ebcellðxi;bÞ

!
�wT :

 
Tmax;cellðxiÞ
Tbmax;cellðxi;bÞ

!
;

(15)

where Ecell is the cell specific energy, xi (i¼ [1 : 4]) represents one of
the four design factors including thickness and porosity of both
electrodes (see Subsection 2.2.1), wE and wT are the weight factors
for the specific energy and temperature, respectively, and the su-
perscript b represents the corresponding baseline parameter values
which are considered for the purpose of the normalization to fairly



Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the module-to-module discretized battery pack.
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construct the composite objective function from the constituent
sub-objectives. Furthermore, Tmax,cell represents the maximum cell
temperature during the discharge process obtained by coupling the
lumped energy conservation equationwith the cell electrochemical
model to account for the cell temperature evolution over time
[31,36].

The specific energy is calculated by the integration of the
delivered instantaneous power of the cell over discharge time
[10,11]:

Ecell ¼
1

Mcell

ðtd;cell
0

VcellðtÞId;celldt; (16)

whereMcell is the total mass of the cell, td,cell is the end of discharge
time, Vcell is the cell voltage response obtained from the P2D elec-
trochemical model [11,31], and Id,cell represents the applied electric
current for the cell.

The aforeformulated cell design optimization problem is sub-
jected to several constraints and assumptions as follows:

C The dimensions of the cell outer enclosure are the same as
for the cell baseline design.

C The anode-to-cathode capacity ratio (a/c) is kept within the
range 1.1 ⩽ a/c ⩽ 1.4 to minimize the susceptibility of Li
deposition under cell cycling [9,16].

C The discharge current of 1.5 C (relative to the cell baseline
design) has been considered as the most severe case scenario
for the electric mining vehicle application under consider-
ation [31] and is therefore used as the cell operational cur-
rent for evaluating different design cases in the optimization
process.

C The final discharge time of the cell corresponds to the time
cell reaching lower cut-off voltage threshold recommended
by the manufacturer.
2.3. Pack performance analysis

Modeling and predicting the operation and performance of
battery packs have been oversimplified for many years and the
issue has drawn outstanding attention recently [22,42,43]. Multiple
factors can impose inconsistencies on the operation of the indi-
vidual cells and modules which are electrically connected in series
and parallel to fulfill the demanded voltage and capacity of large
battery packs [44]. The ratio of the interconnection resistance to
cell resistance has been considered as one the parameters that
gives rise to an unequal current distribution and hence temperature
gradients between parallel branches [27]. A sudden rise in tem-
perature or a rapid drop of potential in highly load branches leads
to underutilization of the energy available in battery packs which in
turn hinders the driving range of the battery-powered vehicles
[26]. The degree of inhomogeneity can be further amplified under
pack long-term operation due to rapid degradation of the cells
subjected to severe operational conditions in terms of aging stress
factors [22].

Therefore, the thermally coupled electrochemical model of the
cell and the electrical model of the pack are in the present study
consolidated in a comprehensive multiphysics model to system-
atically evaluate the performance of the optimally designed cell
while taking into account the electrical topology of the pack.

Furthermore, to consider the impact of imbalanced current
distributions, the battery pack is discretized into multiple modules
connected in parallel. Fig. 3 provides a generic schematic repre-
sentation of the battery pack model comprising N parallel branches
5

B1 e BN. Each branch represents one lumped module consisting of
serially connected cells. The total number of cells and modules
considered herein corresponds to commercially available Northvolt
Li-ion battery pack considered in the authors' previous work [31].

The operational performance of the pack is assessed by
considering pack-level specific energy Epack defined as:

Epack ¼
1

Mcellncell;sencell;pa

ðtd;pack
0

VT ;packðtÞId;packdt; (17)

where ncell,s and ncell,p are the number of cells connected in serial
and parallel, respectively, VT,pack is the pack terminal voltage, Id,pack
is the applied discharge current and td,pack is the pack discharge
time.

In addition, the state of charge (SOC) links directly to the vehicle
driving range providing the information about the ratio of the
remaining capacity of the battery pack to its present maximum
capacity [45,46]:

SOCpackðtÞ ¼ SOCpackð0Þ �

ðt
0
Id;packdt

ncell;paC0;cell
;

(18)

where SOCpack(0) is the initial state of charge, t is the time of
discharge and C0,cell is the operational capacity of the cell obtained
from the low rate capacity identification [35]. Therefore, the SOC at
the end of discharge indicates how much of the available capacity
of the battery system has been left unused.

Liu et al. [22] have suggested the average standard deviation as a
measure of the degree of inconsistency in the operation of paral-
lelly connected cells in battery packs. In this work, the average
standard deviation of the temperature is considered along with the
maximum temperature of the pack to demonstrate the thermal
performance of the optimally designed cell under pack operation.
Here, the standard deviation of the temperature sT at the time
instance t is defined as [47]:

sT ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N � 1

XN
j¼1

�
TjðtÞ � mT ðtÞ

	2vuut ; (19)

where N is the number of the modules connected in parallel within
the pack, Tj is the temperature of the jth module, and mT is the mean
value of the temperature, i.e.,



;
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mTðtÞ ¼
1
N

XN
j¼1

TjðtÞ: (20)

Thereby, the average standard deviation of the temperature within
the pack is obtained as:

sT ;avg ¼ 1
td;pack

ðtd;pack
0

sTðtÞdt: (21)

The battery pack simulations were carried out under the following
assumptions:

C The pack arrangement is the corresponding baseline
commercially available pack configuration. This choice is
made for the purpose of the pack-level performance
assessment using the optimally designed cell.

C No intrinsic cell-to-cell variations arising from the
manufacturing process have been considered in the pack
model.

C The inhomogeneity in the operation of the individual cells
has been imposed extrinsically by considering the intercon-
nection resistances between the parallel branches. The
interconnection resistance is assumed to be 10% of the cell
nominal internal resistance at 50% SOC and the ambient
temperature 25 �C [25,26]. The interconnection resistance
leads to imbalanced current flows among parallel branches
which in turn results in uneven temperature profiles in
highly parallelized battery packs [26].

C Here the focus is on the influence of the pack electrical to-
pology and therefore current imbalances on the temperature
gradient within the pack (i.e. variations in module-to-
module heat generation rates). The variations in heat dissi-
pation rates due to cooling effects have not been considered
in this work. In other words, all cells are assumed to be
subjected to the same thermal boundary conditions. This
assumption has been made since the selected design vari-
ables are cell design factors (e.g. the thicknesses of the
electrodes and their porosities) not the cooling circuit design
and operation parameters. The afore-stated parameters
together with the imposed current imbalances (due to the
electrical positioning of the cells within the pack) contribute
to the heat generation rates. For more accurate predictions of
the temperature distributions, the heat rejection rates from
the cells to the coolant should be captured by detailed
thermal modeling of the cooling circuit and subsequently
coupled with the developed pack electrical model (see for
example Ref. [48]).

C The battery pack performance is evaluated under constant
discharging currents of 1.5 C and C/2.

C The pack is considered fully discharged when either the pack
terminal voltage reaches the lower cut-off voltage threshold
or the maximum temperature within the pack exceeds the
highest allowable value recommended by the pack designer.
Under battery pack operation, the individual cells/modules
may experience different working conditions due to the
variations in either cell manufacturing process or battery
pack electrical-thermal design. To avoid some unwanted
problems like thermal runaway propagation and accelerated
aging, the local temperatures within the pack are measured
and a cut-off temperature limit is set to stop the pack oper-
ation and thus prevent the afore-stated phenomena to occur.
6

2.4. Multiphysics simulation and systematic analysis framework

Multiphysics electrochemical-thermally and electrically
coupled model of battery packs is essential to capture the under-
lying phenomena that occur when vehicles operate in real world
[29]. GT-AutoLion software [35] efficiently and robustly integrates
such models into GT-SUITE system-level modeling and optimiza-
tion framework. In addition, the software provides an accurate
database for battery material properties over a wide range of con-
ditions [31,49].

Fig. 4 graphically summarizes the comprehensive modeling
framework developed herein and integrated in GT-Autolion/GT-
SUITE. Multiphysics simulations were carried out to determine
optimal design of cells by the systematic analysis of their joint
performance under battery pack operations. This approach pro-
vides reliable guidelines to cell manufacturers by bringing forth
valuable inputs about the interaction between the cell and pack
levels already at the cell design phase.

3. Results and discussion

This section elaborates the cell design optimization (Subsection
3.1) and the corresponding pack performance (Subsection 3.2)
providing a comprehensive analysis of the cell-pack interactions
based on the developed multiphysics simulation framework
(Subsection 3.3). The simulation results are shown in their
dimensionless form:

x*cell ¼
xcell
xbcell

; E* ¼ E

Ebcellðat Id;cell ¼ 1:5 CÞ
; T*max ¼

Tmax

Tcut�off
max

;

C*
cell ¼

Ccell
Cb
0;cell

; V*
cell ¼

Vcell

Vcut�off
cell;max

; t*pack ¼
tpack

tbd;packðat Id;pack ¼ 1:5 CÞ
(22)

where the superscript * represents the dimensionless quantities
and the superscript b stands for the baseline values of the
commercially available battery cell/pack. Cell design factors are
denoted by x, E is the cell/pack specific energy, Tmax is the
maximum cell/pack temperature during the discharge process, Ccell
and Vcell are the delivered cell capacity and voltage, respectively,
and tpack is the discharge time of the pack. Note that Tmax is
normalized using the maximum cut-off temperature for the pack

Tcut�off
max , Ccell with the operational capacity of the baseline cell at C/

20 (Cb
0;cell), Vcell with the cell cut-off voltage Vcut�off

cell;max and tpack by

using the discharge time of the baseline pack at 1.5 C discharge rate
(tbd;pack).

3.1. Cell design optimization

Four design factors are considered in this study for the purpose
of cell design optimization comprising anode thickness Lan, cathode
thickness Lca, anode porosity e*an and cathode porosity e*ca. Table 3
specifies the ranges of the design factors which were chosen
based on the values previously used in several studies for similar
purposes [8,19].

Four optimization cases are defined to alter the contributions of
the specific energy and the maximum cell temperature in the
multi-objective design optimization problem formulated by Equa-
tion (15). Case A only considers the specific energy as the objective
function. The contribution of the specific energy in the composite
objective function for cases B and D are three times and one third of
the maximum cell temperature, respectively. In case C, both the



Fig. 4. Multiphysics simulation and systematic analysis framework for designing Li-ion cells.

Table 3
Lower and upper bounds of the dimensionless design factors used for the cell design
optimization.

Design Factor Lower Bound Upper Bound

L*an 0.49 3.09

L*ca 0.52 3.23

e*an 0.43 2.61

e*ca 0.56 3.33
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specific energy and the maximum cell temperature contribute
equally to finding the cell optimal design.

C Case A: wE
wEþwT

¼ 1; wT
wEþwT

¼ 0.

C Case B: wE
wEþwT

¼ 0:75; wT
wEþwT

¼ 0:25.

C Case C: wE
wEþwT

¼ 0:5; wT
wEþwT

¼ 0:5.

C Case D: wE
wEþwT

¼ 0:25; wT
wEþwT

¼ 0:75.

The optimal values of the dimensionless design factors together
with the resulting specific energy and the maximum cell temper-
ature for all optimization cases and the baseline cell at 1.5 C
discharge current are summarized in Table 4.

For case A, where only the specific energy is considered as the
objective function, 20% thicker and 50% less porous electrodes
compared to the baseline case are found to increase the cell ca-
pacity and hence the delivered energy by 13%. When the maximum
cell temperature is included in the composite objective function
(case B, maximum cell temperatureweight factor 0.25), the optimal
Table 4
Cell design optimization results at 1.5 C discharge current.

Design Factor Baseline Case Optimization Cases
Case A Case B Case C Case D

L*an 1.0 1.16 0.97 0.61 0.49

L*ca 1.0 1.21 1.01 0.65 0.52

e*an 1.0 0.48 0.52 0.48 0.83

e*ca 1.0 0.56 0.56 0.56 1.0
Evaluation Index

E*cell 1.0 1.13 1.12 1.05 0.90

T*max;cell
0.80 0.95 0.87 0.75 0.67
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values for the electrode thicknesses (both cathode and anode) are
nearly the same as in the baseline case. For cases C and Dwhere the
maximum cell temperature is considered with weight factors 0.5
and 0.75, respectively, the optimal values for the electrode thick-
nesses are 40e50% lower compared to the baseline case to reduce
the cell internal resistance and therefore limit the temperature rise
during discharge. Moreover, it is found that the optimal electrode
porosities are smaller than the baseline value for all four cases.
Cases A, B and C yield 44e52% less porous electrodes than the
baseline case, while case D gives 17% less porous anode and similar
cathode porosity compared to the baseline case. These results
demonstrate that the electrodes with lower porosities than the
baseline values maximize cell specific energies due to the increased
volumes of the occupying active materials even though these
increased volumes contribute to ion transport limitations. More-
over, it should be mentioned that the maximum cell temperature
remains below the cut-off value for all cases. The optimally
designed cell in case A has the thickest and the least porous elec-
trodes for holding more active materials to increase the cell dis-
charged capacity and maximize the drawn specific energy.
Consequently, the cell experiences higher internal resistance
leading to 18.8% higher maximum temperature than the baseline
case. Moreover, the maximum temperature corresponds to 95% of
the cut-off temperature threshold for the battery pack. Conversely,
the optimally designed cell in case D has 10% lower specific energy
in comparison with the baseline scenario, resulting in 16.3%
reduction in the maximum cell temperature, which corresponds to
67% of the pack threshold temperature. This has been achieved by
minimizing the thicknesses of both electrodes and keeping the
porosities close to the baseline case. The optimally designed cell in
case B leads to 12% improvement in the specific energy at the cost of
8.8% increase in the maximum temperature compared to the
baseline case with the electrodes as thick as the baseline case and
50% lower porosities. The specific energy and the maximum
Table 5
Performance evaluation of the optimally designed cell at C/2 discharge current.

Evaluation Index Baseline Case Optimization Cases

Case A Case B Case C Case D

E*cell 1.18 1.33 1.30 1.22 1.07

T*max;cell
0.59 0.64 0.62 0.58 0.56
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temperature of the optimally designed cell in case C are 5% higher
and 6% lower compared to the baseline case, respectively. For this
case, the thicknesses and porosities of both electrodes were
decreased compared to the baseline design and the combined ef-
fects of these changes yield the cell with the specific energy and
maximum temperature close to the corresponding values of the
baseline case.

The performance of the optimally designed cell is evaluated
under C/2 discharge current for all four cases. The results are
summarized in Table 5. Similarly to the 1.5 C discharge scenario,
both the specific energy and the maximum cell temperature are
decreasing from case A (specific energy single objective) to case D
(maximum temperature contributes 75% to the composite objective
function). When operating at C/2 discharge current, the optimally
designed cell delivers higher amount of energy at lower tempera-
tures compared to 1.5 C discharge current. The maximum change in
the delivered specific energy among the optimization cases with
reference to the baseline case is circa 23% for both 1.5 C and C/2
discharge currents. However, the variation in the maximum cell
temperature is 13.6% and 35% for C/2 and 1.5 C discharge currents,
respectively. These results show that the impact of the cell design
on the maximum cell temperature is further amplified under
higher discharge currents.

Fig. 5 graphically illustrates the variations in the dimensionless
cell voltage and temperature with the normalized discharge ca-
pacity for the baseline scenario and the optimization cases. As seen
in Fig. 5-(a) and 5-(c), increasing the electrodes' thicknesses leads
to higher delivered discharged capacities due to the increased
volume of the active material to store mobile Li-ions. However,
increasing the active material content results in higher ohmic
overpotential, causing the voltage to drop in the middle of the
discharge curve. The voltage drop is more significant for the cases
with higher discharge current (1.5C) (Fig. 5-(c)). The corresponding
cell temperature profiles during discharge are shown in Fig. 5-(b)
and 5-(d). It is seen that the rate of the temperature increase versus
discharge capacity is greater for thicker cells with the increased
internal resistance and it is being further amplified by increasing
the discharge current. To summarize, when compared to the
baseline cell design, cases A and B have higher specific energies but
also experience higher maximum temperatures; case C results in
slightly higher specific energy and slightly lower maximum
Fig. 5. Cell performance for the baseline and optimization cases. (a): Cell voltage at C/2 disch
temperature at 1.5 C discharge.
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temperature; case D shows lower specific energy while experi-
encing lower maximum temperature. Hence, when considering the
trade-offs between the cell specific energy and the maximum
temperature, cases A and D emerge as favorable scenarios,
respectively.
3.2. Pack performance analysis

The performance of the cells are investigated at the pack level.
Four different battery packs were generated based on the four
optimally designed cells (A, B, C, and D) presented in the Subsection
3.1. Table 6 summarizes the pack performance assessment under
1.5 C and C/2 discharge currents for the baseline case and the newly
designed packs. The results comprise the dimensionless specific
energy (E*) and themaximumdimensionless temperature (T*

max) of
the pack. The latter is obtained by normalization using the
maximum cut-off temperature specified for the pack. For the
baseline case and the pack optimization cases A and B operating
under discharge current 1.5 C, the maximum temperature exceeds
the cut-off temperature threshold (i.e. T*

max >1) before the lower
cut-off voltage is reached. When the discharge process begins, the
cells located next to the load terminals are loaded by higher cur-
rents than the ones placed further away from the load points.
Therefore, the temperature increases faster for the heavily loaded
cells than for the rest of the pack. Pack cases A and B can deliver
7.9% and 10.5% higher specific energies than the baseline case at the
cost of exceeding the pack cut-off temperature by 19% and 12%,
respectively. It is observed that the pack design B delivers slightly
higher specific energy than the pack design A under 1.5 C discharge
current. This result illustrates that although thicker electrodes
provide higher capacity (cell A), the drop in terminal voltage
resulting from uneven discharge currents in parallel branches leads
to reduced specific energy. Thus, pack B shows slightly higher
specific energy compared to pack A. The results obtained from C/2
discharge current show that the pack behavior is compatible with
the behavior of the corresponding optimally designed cell oper-
ating individually. This finding highlights the importance of cell-to-
cell variations within battery packs subjected to high operating
currents.

Fig. 6 depicts the drawn specific energy from the pack under
arge. (b): Cell temperature at C/2 discharge. (c): Cell voltage at 1.5 C discharge. (d): Cell



Table 6
Battery pack performance evaluation at 1.5 C and C/2 discharge currents.

Discharge Current Evaluation Index Baseline Case Optimization Cases

Case A Case B Case C Case D

1.5 C E*pack 0.38 0.41 0.42 0.38 0.32

T*max;pack
1.01 1.19 1.12 0.93 0.80

C/2 E*pack 1.07 1.17 1.16 1.12 0.98

T*max;pack
0.63 0.69 0.66 0.61 0.58

Fig. 7. State of charge profile of the pack under discharge process. (a): C/2 discharge
operation. (b): 1.5 C discharge operation.

Fig. 6. Pack delivered specific energy under 1.5 C discharge up to the cut-off tem-
perature limit.
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1.5C discharge while considering the pack cut-off temperature as
the end of discharge criterion. Under this constraint, pack cases A
and B deliver 21.9% and 11.5% lower specific energy than the
baseline pack, respectively, due to the fast temperature rise of the
thick cells with low porosities experiencing unequal discharge
currents. Although pack case D does not undergo as rapid tem-
perature rise as cases A and B, it provides 16.3% lower specific en-
ergy than the baseline design since it contains a smaller amount of
activematerials and hence delivers lower discharge capacities. Pack
C delivers nearly the same specific energy as the base scenario but
with 8% reduction in the pack maximum temperature (see Table 6).

Fig. 7 illustrates the SOC for all pack scenarios. As shown in
Fig. 7-(a), under C/2 discharge operation, all cases deliver around
85% of the pack available capacity (i.e. DSOC¼ 0.85). However, since
cases A, B and C aremade of remarkably less porous electrodes than
the baseline scenario, they containmore activematerials and hence
can deliver higher capacities during the discharge process. There-
fore, for the specific application under study, the battery pack
discharge time is extended 12.6%, 11.7% and 6% by cases A, B and C,
respectively in comparison with the baseline case. Pack D provides
the lowest capacity among all cases with 8.7% reduction in its
discharge time compared to the baseline scenario resulting in a
reduced driving range. Fig. 7-(b) demonstrates that under 1.5 C
discharge current, the discharge times of packs A and B are 17.9%
and 8.3% shorter than the baseline case due to the rapid tempera-
ture rise of the constituting cells with high specific energies (see
Table 6). Moreover, the operation of pack A that has highest ca-
pacity among all considered packs displays similar discharge time
as case D with the lowest capacity, leaving 77% of the available
capacity underutilized. Pack C on the other hand, shows nearly the
same discharge profile as the baseline case both providing themost
effective performances in terms of the battery pack energy utili-
zation and discharge time under 1.5 C discharge current.

Fig. 8 depicts the average standard deviation of the temperature
within the pack normalized with respect to the baseline case. It is
observed that for discharge current 1.5 C, the normalized standard
Fig. 8. Normalized average standard deviation of the temperature within the pack.
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deviations s*T ;avg are 2.2 (for pack A) to 3.3 (for the baseline pack)

times higher compared to the corresponding values for C/2
discharge scenario. These results illustrate that the in-
homogeneities in the module-to-module temperature profiles
during the pack operation are more pronounced at a higher
discharge current. When discharge current 1.5 C, packs A and B
show approximately the same s*T ;avg as the baseline pack up to the

temperature cut-off limit. Packs C and D are displaying significantly
improved thermal performance with 16.1% and 45.2% reduction in
s*T ;avg , respectively, compared to the baseline scenario. For low

discharge current C/2, pack A composed of the high-specific-energy
cells experiences 44.7% increase in s*T ;avg , while pack D comprising

the low-specific-energy cells results in 38.3% reduction in s*T ;avg in

comparison with the baseline case.
Fig. 9 visualizes module-to-module temperature variations for

packs A, B, C and D. For the sake of simplicity, the temperature
profiles are illustrated for three modules located in three different
parallel branches (see Fig. 3): i) next to the load terminals (B_1), ii)
far away from the load terminals (B_N) and, iii) one module in
between (B_M). Fig. 9 correlates local temperatures within the pack
to the time of discharge. It is seen that under low discharge current
Fig. 9. Module-to-module temperature variations within the pack. (a
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(C/2), none of the investigated packs cross the temperature cut-off
limit (i.e. T*pack ¼ 1) and therefore high-specific-energy packs
(packs A and B) are superior in terms of providing longer time of
discharge and hence delivered energy. However, higher discharge
current (1.5 C) amplifies module-to-module temperature variations
for packs A and B which leads to the fast temperature rise for the
module located next to the load terminal (B_1) and thus limits the
pack available energy to be fully utilized. Under such condition,
pack C shows the most efficient energy performance among all
cases, as well as preferable thermal performance compared to
packs A and B. Fig. 9(eeh) illustrate that module B_1 experiences a
descending trend in temperature profiles from t*packz6 when the

packs are loaded by C/2 current. In fact, cell resistance increases as
the SOC reduces most notably when the voltage approaches its
lower cut-off threshold. Therefore, the modules close to the load
terminals which initially experience higher currents, reach to the
high impedance region earlier than the modules located further
from the terminals. At this stage, the high cell internal resistance
compensates for the low interconnection resistance and the cur-
rent flow is reversed (i.e. modules further from the load terminals
receive higher currents). When the cycling current is low (e.g. C/2),
ed): 1.5 C discharge operation. (eeh): C/2 discharge operation.
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the modules face with the afore-stated phenomenon since the time
of discharge is long enough and is not restricted by the fast tem-
perature rise (i.e. cells/modules reach low SOC levels). At suffi-
ciently low currents, the reversible heat (the second term on the
right hand side in Equation 11) is comparable to the irreversible
heat (the first term on the right hand side in Equation 11) and
decreases the share of the heat generation rate compared to the
heat dissipation rate in the energy conservation balance (see
Equation 10) and in turn results in the above-mentioned temper-
ature reduction trend.
3.3. Systematic analysis

Fig. 10 presents the Pareto front for designing the cell sandwich
(optimized at 1.5 C discharge current and evaluated under C/2
discharge current) together with the corresponding curves
showing the battery pack performance. The blue squares illustrate
the optimal cell design alternatives and visualize the trade-offs
between the considered objective functions (e.g. the specific en-
ergy and themaximum temperature). The interactions between the
cell and the pack levels have not been reflected in these results and
it can be assumed that the pack performance can be captured by
only scaling up the cell model through the so-called lumped
modeling technique. This approach is typically employed in already
existing cell design optimization studies. Importantly, the present
study leverages on the novel simulation optimization framework
for identifying optimal cell design that considers cell-to-pack,
represented by green circles in Fig. 10.

It is observed that for all cases and for both discharge currents
(1.5 C and C/2), the pack shows lower amounts of the drawn specific
Fig. 10. Dimensionless cell/pack maximum temperature against specific energy. (a): C/
2 discharge operation. (b): 1.5 C discharge operation.
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energies and higher maximum temperatures in comparison with
the corresponding values for the individual cell. The degree of de-
viation in the cell and pack performances is further amplified by
increasing the discharge current. For instance, the battery pack
operation for the baseline case under 1.5 C discharge current shows
61.7% lower specific energy and 26.3% higher maximum tempera-
ture compared to the cell. However, the corresponding values for C/
2 discharge current are significantly lower, corresponding to 9.5%
and 5.8% for the reduction in the specific energy and the increase in
the maximum temperature, respectively. The inconsistency in the
performances of the individual battery cells and the corresponding
battery packs originates from the module-to-module extrinsic
variations and imbalanced current distributionwithin the pack and
therefore the cell behavior cannot be scaled up to the same pack
performance. Fig. 10-(a) illustrates that under C/2 discharge cur-
rent, neither the cells nor the packs reach the cut-off temperature
limit. Furthermore, it is seen that with the increase in specific en-
ergy, there is an increase in the maximum temperature as well for
all considered cell cases and for battery packs operating under C/2
discharge current. When packs A and B are operating under higher
discharge current 1.5 C, pack B experiences slightly higher specific
energy and lower maximum temperature, most likely due to un-
even current distribution among the cells. Fig. 10-(b) clearly illus-
trates that although the individual cell operates below the cut-off
temperature threshold for all design cases, pack designs A and B
(alongwith the baseline pack case) experience higher temperatures
than the cut-off value before the lower cut-off voltage limit is
reached. Hence, packs A and B can potentially deliver higher spe-
cific energies than the baseline case only at the cost of crossing the
cut-off temperature limit by 18.8% and 11.7%, respectively.
Furthermore, when operating under 1.5 C discharge current packs A
and B demonstrate the opposite behavior compared to the corre-
sponding cells. Eventhough cell A has higher specific energy than
cell B because of the higher cell thickness, the resulting potential
drop due to the higher internal resistance of the thicker cell over-
comes the capacity gain when operating in the pack. Hence, pack A
is less thermally and energy efficient compared to pack B. More-
over, Fig. 10-(b) shows that pack C is equally energy efficient as the
baseline case while experiencing 8% lower maximum temperature.

The systemic analysis of the results reveals that if the model is
not conscious of the cell-to-pack interactions, pack A yields to the
maximum specific energy among all investigated designs without
exceeding the cut-off temperature limit of the pack. However,
when operating at 1.5 C current, the results show that some of the
cell design alternatives (design cases A and B) are not favorable as
they experience substantial temperature rise under pack working
environment and therefore the pack available energy is underu-
tilized. The integrated model in this research identifies pack C as
the most favorable design (the highest specific energy together
with thermally efficient performance of all studied cases) while
considering cell-to-pack interactions. Fig. 10 brings forth a sys-
tematic decision support tool for cell manufacturers by providing a
comprehensive overview already at the initial cell design stage
about how various cell designs will affect the ultimate pack
performance.

4. Conclusions

A comprehensive approach was developed in this research to
evaluate the performance of the optimally designed Li-ion cells
operating under battery pack working environment. The P2D
electrochemical-thermally coupled model was employed for the
cells using GT-AutoLion software in combination with the multi-
objective optimization using NSGA-III-based genetic algorithm in
GT-SUITE. The cathode and anode thicknesses and porosities were
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selected as the design variables. Composite objective functions
were considered with different weight factors (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1) being assigned to the specific energy and the maximum
temperature of the cells. By varying contribution weights for the
specific energy and the maximum cell temperature, respectively,
four optimization cases were defined for the battery cell design: A
(1, 0), B (0.75, 0.25), C (0.5, 0.5) and D (0.25, 0.75). The optimally
designed cells were subsequently employed to construct four bat-
tery packs each comprising only one optimized cell type (referred
to as pack A, B, C and D, respectively) to consider module-to-
module operational variations due to current unbalance within
the pack. The specific energy and the SOC for the battery packs
were quantified to assess their energy utilization performance.
Moreover, the maximum temperature and the average standard
deviation of the temperature values within the pack were
computed to evaluate the thermal performance of the packs. The
cell design optimizations were performed under 1.5 C discharge
current and the performance evaluation of the optimally designed
cells was under C/2 discharge current. Results showed that
considering the thermal efficiency at the cell design stage is
essential for constructing battery packs with high specific energy
and improved thermal performance especially under high rate
cycling scenarios. It was observed that at 1.5 C discharge and when
the cell-to-pack interactions are not considered (i.e. the cell per-
formance can be scaled up to replicate the pack behavior), case A
showed the highest achievable specific energy among all cases.
However, the integrated model developed in this research suggests
the pack comprising the optimally designed cells in which the
specific energy and the maximum temperature were given the
same weight (case C) as the most favorable design yielding the
highest delivered specific energy compared to packs A, B and D.
Furthermore, when operating at 1.5 C discharge current, pack C
showed enhanced thermal performance compared to the baseline
design with 8% reduction in the maximum pack temperature and
16.1% reduction in the average standard deviations of the temper-
ature within the pack (i.e. improved module-to-module tempera-
ture variations).

The outcomes of this research expand the battery manufac-
turer's and designer's understanding in fabricating cells with
improved energy and thermal performances to be efficiently inte-
grated into large traction battery packs. Despite the fact that this
study was mainly concentrated on the specific application of
electric mining vehicles, the proposed framework is sufficiently
robust and is applicable to other Li-ion battery powered energy
systems with specific desired currents and load requirements.
Moreover, to further enhance the model predictability, integrating
the thermal circuit domain with the developed pack model will
make the study even more suitable for real-world applications.
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Nomenclature
List of Symbols
A cell surface area (m2)
as interfacial surface area (m�1)
a/c anode-to-cathode capacity ratio
C capacity (Ah)
c lithium concentration (mol.m�3)
cp specific heat (J.kg�1.K�1)
D diffusion coefficient (m2.s�1)
E specific energy (Wh.kg�1)
Fcell composite objective function
F Faraday's constant (C.mol�1)
h heat transfer coefficient (W.m�2.K�1)
I current (A)
i design factor number
i0 exchange current density (A.m�2)
jLi intercalation current density (A.m�3)
k ionic conductivity (S.m�1)
L thickness (mm)
M mass (kg)
N number of modules connected in parallel
n number of cells
Qgen generated heat (W)
R universal gas constant (J.(mol.K)�1)
r radial coordinate
T temperature (�C)
t time (s)
tþ0 transference number
U open circuit voltage (V)
V voltage (V)
w wight factor
x spatial coordinate
xi design factors
x0%,100% stoichiometry factors of the anode at 0% and 100% SOC
y0%,100% stoichiometry factors of the cathode at 0% and 100% SOC

Greek Letters
a charge transfer coefficient
e volume fraction or porosity
h overpotential (V)
m mean value
r density (kg.m3)
seff effective electronic conductivity (S.m�1)
sT standard deviation of temperature
4 electric potential (V)
j transport property (De and k)

Subscripts/ Superscripts
an anode
b baseline
c charge
ca cathode
cell battery cell
e electrolyte
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eff effective
d discharge
E specific energy
f filler
j module number
pa parallel
pack battery pack
s solid
se series
sep separator
T temperature
* dimensionless value

Abbreviations
amb ambient
avg Average
BEV battery electric vehicle
EV electric vehicle
LFP lithium iron phosphate
Li-ion lithium-ion
max Maximum
NCA lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide
NMC lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide
nom nominal
NSGA non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
PHEV plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
P2D pseudo-two dimensional
SOC state of charge
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